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Brim Head
DESCRIPTION
The Brim head and display light by Tech Lighting features a
handsome and industrial design while delivering on
functionality. The ultraslim head features fieldchangeable
optics and an optional decorative glass collar. The latest
advances in technology deliver an extremely powerful LED head
without the bulk typically needed to conceal a driver and
manage thermal performance. The Brim head is highly
customizable and is compatible with the Monorail and
Monopoint systems by Tech Lighting. This lowvoltage display
head is ideal for commercial and residential lighting
applications. The Brim ships with an integrated lens holder to
accommodate two dimmable lenses or louvers (both sold
separately). Includes field replaceable 7 watt, 855 delivered
lumen, 2700K or 3000K field replaceable LED module
Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic or magnetic dimmer
(based on the transformer) Choice of 20°, 30° or 40° field
changeable optics. Integrated lens holder accommodates up to
2 lenses or louvers (sold separately) As a general rule when
using the Brim head, we do not recommend using greater than
33% of the maximum wattage specified for the low voltage
transformer due to inrush current requirements. For assistance
in calculations, please contact Technical Support.
INSTALLATION
Socket terminates with FreeJack male connector, which may be
installed into a system connector. Elements ordered with a
system prefix include a connector for that system. For use on
T~TRAK, order FreeJack version and T~TRAK FreeJack
Connector (sold separately).
WEIGHT
0.23lb / 0.1kg ±
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Note: MP includes 4 Round Flush Canopy.
When installing LED option on MO2 only magnetic transformers may be used.
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